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ABSTRACT
Title of dissertation: Implementation of Lean Enterprise and Renewable Energy
Technology in Port Castries, Saint Lucia.
Degree:

Master of Science

This research discusses a proposed implementation of a model comprising of combined
Lean Enterprise principles to improving processes and solar PV system for reduction in
electricity cost and consumption in Port Castries. The model involved lean enterprise with
minimal financial investment potential whilst solar PV system requires substantial
investment particularly at the beginning.
The model presents an overview of lean enterprise concept, applications and appropriate
tool of value stream mapping to identify and reduce waste within the entire operations
process namely ship arrival, berth, yard and gate operations. An assessment was carried
out where inefficiencies were evident with countermeasures for future value state and
subsequent implementation. It also undertakes a brief look at management responsibilities
and involvement in the implementation process and benefits to Port Castries.
The second aspect presented an economic feasibility of undertaking renewable energy
generation project namely Solar PV with battery storage, to meet the electricity
requirement of Port Castries. Solar PV system was discussed providing cost, benefits and
applications in seaports. Analysis of the project viability was achieved by utilizing
HOMER software for modelling and selecting the suitable system according to the
optimization variable identifying the least-cost option where payback period, Internal Rate
of Return (IRR) and Net Present Value (NPV) were calculated. Consideration was made
to reduce economic and social cost including greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions.
The concluding chapters examine the results of the application of Lean Enterprise and
solar PV system. Recommendations were made as to implementation lean enterprise as
the suitable option due to financial constraints of Port Castries, providing timelines for
training of management and staff for continuous improvement. Additionally, energy
policy to be developed for short-term implementation for reduction of electricity
consumption and cost.

Keywords: Port Castries, Lean Enterprise, value stream mapping, performance,
continuous improvement, renewable energy, solar PV, feasibility, project appraisal,
decision-making criteria.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
According to Review of Maritime Transport 2017, seaborne trade continues to be highly
dependent on developments in the world economy and trade. In 2016, world seaborne
trade volume totalled about 10.6 billion tons. Globally, over 80% by volume and 70% in
value of trade merchandise are carried by shipping and handled by seaports. Today, the
maritime transport sector is challenged by the prolonged effects of the economic
downturn, mergers and acquisitions, market volatility, trade policies and oil prices.
Moreover, among other challenges are factors such as climate change, energy security and
cost and environmental sustainability (UNCTAD, 2017).

A port is a sub-system in the transportation network, where import and exports are served
and handled, the level of efficiency is essential for productivity and profitability (Park &
De, 2015). There are various factors influencing port performance including management,
infrastructure, superstructure, and IT systems used. Today, ports are moving away from
traditional methods of loading and unloading of cargo to expanding its functions in
improving efficiency and eliminating waste within operational processes by use of
successful management systems. Therefore, ports are no longer competitive based on
price but by minimizing costs throughout the logistic chain with quality and reliable
service.

As critical nodes in the transportation chain, seaports provide access to markets and
support supply chains connecting producers and consumers. Satisfying customers’ needs
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are paramount to successful ports in this changing market. To gain competitive advantage,
ports are required to increase performance levels such as the optimization of operations,
cost reduction, time efficiency and promote trade (UNCTAD, 2017). For ports to exceed
expectations, customers’ requirements must be met and concerns addressed to improve
the flow of the information and material. To accomplish this, management and employees
must be involved in identifying and eliminating waste within operations processes by use
of lean principles.

Lean concept originated from the Toyota Company to eliminate waste within processes.
Implementing Lean as a performance improvement method to examine existing
operational processes where non-added value activities can be identified and eliminated
resulting in efficiency. Various studies consider port performance indicators (PPIs) where
measurement of operational process is determined by berth, yard, storage and gate
operations separately. This research would examine lean as a performance measurement
tool for the entire operational processes, providing value to customers as the primary
objective of the port. Furthermore, the analysis intends to identify and separate non-valueadded/waste from value added activities, finding root causes and solutions for process
improvement and cost reduction. However, ports are highly challenged to improve
performance not only in operational processes but in areas such as safety, security and
environmental protection (UNCTAD, 2017).

Renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, bioenergy, hydropower, and geothermal,
have the potential to meet world’s energy demand and can provide energy security and
sustainability (IEA, 2017). Renewable energy sources utilization and development would
encourage diversification in the energy supply market for long-term sustainability and
assist in reducing emissions (Hertzog, Lipman, Kammen, 2001). International Energy
Agency (IEA) 2007 report stated that energy services from renewables can meet
worldwide energy needs, providing secure supplies and affordability with minimal impact
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on the environment. However, oil and gas markets price volatility can present security risk
and would continue to impact world economies, particularly developing countries. The
importation of fossil fuels will have low-income economies vulnerable to price increases
impacting balance of payment (IEA, 2007).

Implementing renewable energy sources for electricity generation can contribute to energy
security and reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in seaports. Therefore, it is
imperative to have well-functioning seaports that not only promote trade activities but also
environmental sustainability. However, international shipping contributes approximately
2.4% of global GHG emissions (IMO, 2014), which is relatively small in comparison to
other transportation sectors.

Saint Lucia, a Small Island Developing State (SIDS) is highly dependent on importation
of fossil fuel for electricity and transportation sector, therefore, vulnerable to global
market prices. Various research has been conducted on alternative sources of energy
namely solar, geothermal, wind, but to date, only solar energy is utilized for heating of
water (Emanuel & Gomes, 2014). Saint Lucia electricity is generated from diesel
generators and procured from the Saint Lucia Electricity Company (LUCELEC). The
power supply to Port Castries over the years has faced many challenges such as power
shortage and high cost. Port Castries, a relatively small port, handles 90% of the island
cargo. The above challenges can be mitigated by installing renewable energy sources
namely solar Photovoltaic (PV) system to supply electricity to the port. Consequently, this
research assists Port Castries to take advantage of the abundant yearly solar energy of
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approximately 27˚Celsius creating footsteps to price stability, emission reduction and
energy efficiency.

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives
This research aims at reducing cost and waste in Port Castries operational processes by
implementing lean tools and installation of solar PV system for environmental and
economic benefits.

This research seeks to achieve the following objectives:
● Examine the application of Lean Enterprise in port operations processes to
improve performance.
● Analyse Port Castries current operations processes and integrate Lean tools to
identify and eliminate waste from value added activities for cost reduction and
efficiency.
● Recommend steps to implementation of Lean Enterprise for continuous
improvement.
● Discuss installation of Solar technologies to generate electricity in ports, benefits,
operating cost and efficiency.
● Perform a feasibility study to develop energy efficient port operations using the
right combination of renewable energy for Port Castries.

1.3 Research Questions


Would lean Enterprise be the right tool to achieve Port Castries performance goals
of reducing waste within the operational processes to meet customer demand and
efficiency?



What are the strategies and techniques required for a smooth transition from
existing to improve processes?
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What are the economic benefits of solar energy available commercially and
options to deliver electricity in Port Castries at an affordable price?



What is the right combination of renewable energy sources to reduce electricity
consumption and cost, resulting in the expected power output and as a viable
investment in regards to Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
and payback period?

1.4 Research Scope
At present, the Caribbean maritime industry is challenged by various factors such as
operations inefficiency, inadequate infrastructure, causing additional delays and costs to
shipping. Port Castries has been faced with numerous operational challenges such as
equipment age, lack of flow within the operational process, high electricity bill and
consumption. Furthermore, other issues such as layout, being a multipurpose port, limited
ability for expansion (city port in close proximity to the regional airport), and congestion,
hinders the port’s ability to operate effectively and efficiently. To be competitive,
investment in equipment and infrastructure is required but due to financial constraints,
alternative solutions are required to reduce costs and improve performance.

The proposed model consists of combining lean enterprise tools and solar PV systems to
be examined in two pillars:
a) Pillar I: Implementation of Lean enterprise for efficiency in port operations with
marginal investment for training of employees. This constitute an analysis of the
entire operational processes by identifying non-added value activities and
minimizing them to enhance asset utilization, yard storage and gate processes.
Assessment would include value stream mapping (VSM) for current and future
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state and implementation plan for continuous improvement, based on ship arrival,
berth, yard transfer, cargo storage and gate operations.
b) Pillar II: Installation of solar PV system in Port Castries for environmental
improvement, reduction in cost of electricity and consumption. Data collection
would be assessed utilizing HOMER software from Port Castries 2015-2017
electricity consumption and bills and other factors to simulate project viability.
Project appraisal methods and techniques of NPV, IRR and payback period for the
project lifetime would be applied.
The model would be used as a pilot project to pave the way for other ports in Saint Lucia
and throughout the Caribbean Region. The research is structured in five chapters as
illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1: Research Flow (Author, 2018)
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1.5 Limitations
Solar PV system was considered suitable renewable source for Port Castries based on
economic cost. This study is based only on application of Solar PV system and may not
be sufficient analysis to reach its full potential. Furthermore, Saint Lucia Government
plays a vital role in the approval of works to be undertaken at the Ports and a shareholder
of the electricity company. Over the years, most renewable energy projects have stalled
or cancelled based on the priority of the government of the day. Although the national
electricity company has installed renewable energy systems to improve energy efficiency,
legislation is lacking to adapt to new technologies by government, permitting commercial
customers to generate electricity from renewables at a higher level. There are still major
shortcomings that hinder the growth in the industry. Additionally, due to the limited time
for completion, the author may not sufficiently obtain data to critically analyse and assess
relevant information to give a comprehensive and extensive result in the development of
renewable energy in Port Castries.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews studies on Lean Enterprise tools and techniques and renewable
energy resources with emphasis on application in ports. The main focus of the review is
to assess economic and environmental considerations pertinent to planning and
undertaking lean techniques and renewable energy technology systems applicable to
Seaports. Literature review is divided into three sections: 2.1 Lean Enterprise, 2.2
renewable energy and 2.3 compliance.

2.1: LEAN ENTERPRISE

2.1.1 Lean Enterprise as an Improvement Methodology
Loyd (2007) described Lean Enterprise as “a systematic approach to identifying and
eliminating waste (or non-value-added activities) through a culture of continuous
improvement by flowing the product/service at the pull of the customer.” The concept
originated from the Toyota production line by Taiichi Ohno and Shigeo Shingo, with the
objective of reducing the timeline between customers placing orders to the point when
payment is received by eliminating non-value-added activities. Lean’s goal is to flow at
the pull rate of customer demand (Loyd, 2007). Therefore, to perform this analysis
required extensive data in respective of processes versus demand and to evaluate value
stream capability of flowing at a desirable rate.
Bicheno & Holweg (2016) fifth edition of “The Lean Toolbox” provides three dimensions
to lean transformation for continuous improvement within organization’s processes
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namely waste reduction, value enhancement and involvement of people. Reducing waste
known as 7-deadly waste as listed and defined in Table 2.

Table 2: Toyota’s Seven Deadly waste terms and definition (Author, 2018)

Womack and Jones (2003) added an eighth waste of underutilization of people. All of the
above increase organizations costs, time and resources. Womack and Jones (2003) also
introduced the five basic principles of waste elimination shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Womack & Jones five basic principles of Lean Thinking (Author, 2018)

Creating value streams maps of existing processes, identifying the non-value added
activities and subsequently eliminating waste to promote efficiency and performance
improvement. Lean creates job satisfaction by providing immediate feedback on efforts
to convert waste into value (Womack & Jones, 2003). Standardized processes within
organizations empower employees and eliminate unnecessary documentation (Sullivan,
McDonald, & Van Aken, 2002).

2.1.2 Lean Management Tools
Lean Enterprise as a management tool is quite challenging based on complex systems
centred on role of organization culture (Bortolotti, Boscari, & Danese, 2015). Lean
encourages every organization to construct their own implementation model featuring
appropriate tools for their industry or organization. Yang, Hong, & Modi (2011) examine
empirical evidence using a different scope by observing lean and environmental
management practices with ways to resolve conflict, reduce negative impacts on market
and financial performance. Fullerton, Kennedy, & Widener (2014) presented lean
practices in accounting departments as a key to achieving financial control and
management accounting practices and adopting lean as a holistic business strategy.
Mostafa, Dumrak, & Soltan (2015) undertook similar research in maintenance process by
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identifying waste through value stream mapping (VSM). VSM gives a visual outline of
the current and future state of operational process allowing employees the understanding
of where and what wastes need to be eliminated (Lovelle, 2001).

2.1.3 Application of lean enterprise in port operations
There are several tools available to achieve lean objective of eliminating waste within
seaports operations in response to customer demand. Many benefits have derived from
implementing lean tools such as reduction of port time and proper utilization of
equipment. To date, several ports have successfully implemented lean in operational
processes. Loyd et al, (2009) discussed process improvements in Port of Mobile, Alabama
before and after introducing lean including challenges and recommendation. Alfayyadh
(2017) presented a study on lean impact on cargo operation processes at the Umm Qasr
Port for energy efficiency and eco-friendly environment. Frazer (2015) developed a
conceptual framework that demonstrates the use of lean principles in container terminals
to drive operational improvements for achieving effective material flow.

Franzen & Streling (2017) described the challenges in executing VSM in four European
container terminals namely APM Terminal-Gothenburg, Noatum Container TerminalPort of Valencia, Port of Helsingborg and Port of Norrkӧping. The study presented the
transition from current to future state and recommendations for improvements for short
and long-term as to automation of cargo equipment to eliminate errors and employee
involvement for better balance and coordination of flow. Marlow & Paixão Casaca (2003)
study described port services as double derived demand and should flow with the logistic
trends to remain competitive. Therefore, ports need to consider the entire logistic chain
for effective control and capacity utilization.
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2.1.4 Port Performance Indicators (PPIs)
PPIs are critical to competitiveness of ports which includes the entire logistics chain where
goals are achieved through quality, efficiency and price. PPIs measures various functions
of the port’s operation vital for benchmarking for improving its operations; for comparison
to other ports and planning and future development (Moon, 2018). Port’s quality of
services depends on speed, reliability, flexibility, availability and efficiency. Generally,
operational performance is measured using quantitative methods by calculating service
time, idle time and turnaround time. Figure 2 shows port performance indicators
highlighting production, productivity, utilization and service time.

Figure 2: Port Performance Indicators (Moon, 2018)
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Marlow & Paixão Casaca, (2003) considered PPIs not only in quantitative aspects but
qualitative for visibility within the port environment. Quality port management system
implementation should encourage continuous improvement by incorporate lean enterprise
qualitative performance indicator vital in meeting the demand of the supply chain.
Caribbean Development Bank (2016) study provided an in-depth analysis of the port
industry in the Caribbean in relation to policies, practices, trade patterns and requirements
in enhancing efficiency, improved viability and development.

2.2 RENEWABLE ENERGY
Coilkosz, (2017) describes renewable energy as “energy generated from natural
resources such as sunlight, geothermal heat, wind, ocean, water, that is constantly
replenished and cannot be exhausted.” The evolution of renewable energy is the
foundation of a more environmentally friendly system. IEA (2015) reported renewable
source for electricity generation is predicted to have a growth of more than one-third by
2022. IRENA (2016) suggested that by 2050, electricity generation from renewable
energy sources would account for approximately 60%, with half from solar PV and wind.
IRENA (2014) reported renewable energy technologies have the potential to meet
countries’ policy goals for:


secure, reliable and affordable energy by utilizing local sustainable energy
sources;
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price volatility reduction of electricity;



energy mix diversification; and



promote social and economic development

Various literature is available on renewable energy technologies potential and application
in developed and developing countries. Boyle (2004) summarizes the main types of
renewable energy; outlining physical and technological principles whilst examining the
environmental impact and prospects of different energy sources. Kristoferson &
Bokalders (2013) analysed renewable energy technologies and growth in developing
countries.
Painuly (2001) suggested measures as to overcome barriers to renewable energy
penetration by policy approaches such as liberalisation of the sector to introduce
competition through economic incentives. However, some governments have
implemented subsidies including tax exemptions for installation of renewable energy
systems. Verbruggen et al., (2010) also presented similar research on barriers hindering
the growth of renewable energy technology to be removed in order to reach full potential.
Ellabban, Abu-Rub, & Blaabjerg (2014) presented a study on status of renewable energy,
benefits, growth and investment. The study also provided an overview of advantages and
disadvantages, future prospects and deployment. Figure 3 illustrates current global
renewable energy needs.

Figure 3 Renewable energy sources (Ellabban et al., 2014)
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Caribbean island like Saint Lucia has an abundance of natural resources to harnessed
energy technologies at lower capital and operating cost. Many studies have been
conducted on renewable energy potential in Saint Lucia and the Caribbean. Ochs et al
(2015) give an analysis on baseline roadmap and strategy for the Caribbean Common
Market (CARICOM), highlighting renewables current situations, GHG emissions, targets
and gaps, with recommendations as to energy efficiency and GHG reduction and strategy
to accomplish these targets. IRENA (2012) report gives an overview of the development
of renewable energy including energy supply, electricity generation and access for all
islands.

2.2.1 Renewable energy sources and Technologies
(a) Wind Energy
IRENA (2016) reported onshore and offshore wind energy has evolved over the years and
considered as the fastest-growing renewable energy technologies with detailed and
relevant information readily available for potential users. Wind potential is considered
globally, as clean energy source and when converted into electricity via wind turbines
produces zero emission during power generation (Herzog, Lipman, & Kammen, 2001). In
2016, wind power accounted for approximately 4% of global electricity generation (IEA,
2018). Joselin Herbert, Iniyan, Sreevalsan, & Rajapandian, (2007) investigated wind
energy technologies, its challenges, designs and economics for long-term sustainability in
providing environmental option and national energy security.

Kaldellis & Zafirakis, (2011) presented the evolution of wind energy technologies for the
past 30 years including challenges and progress for 2030. Kumar et al., (2016) discussed
wind energy trends and technologies, levelized cost as well as economic and
environmental policies encouraging installation of wind energy systems. IEA (2013)
presented roadmaps for wind energy including progress and development, policy and
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finance, action plans and implementation. LCCC (2012) reported that from 1995, Saint
Lucia has considered wind power commercially with a potential of 13.5MW.

(b) Solar Energy
Solar energy technology namely solar photovoltaics, concentrating solar power and solar
heating, globally has exhibited growth (IEA, 2017). It reduces the dependence on energy
imports, assisting in hedging against fossil-fuels price volatility. Panwar, Kaushik, &
Kothari (2011) revealed solar energy potential rate of 3.8×1023 kW, with approximately
1.8×1014 kW intercepted by the earth. Solar photovoltaic (PV) potential in Saint Lucia is
estimated at 36 MW of installed capacity (NREL, 2015). Solar PV systems can be installed
anywhere on the island at a low operating cost and considered to be more economical
compared to fossil fuels (Renewable Energy Caribbean, 2017).

(c) Geothermal Energy
Geothermal energy refers to “stored thermal energy in form of heat produced within the
Earth’s crust averaging 25 to 30°C/km” (Haraksingh & Koon, 2011). Each geothermal
source is unique to location, temperature and pool depth consisting of dry steam plants or
flash plants, harnessing temperatures as high as 180°C (IEA, 2017). Geothermal industry
faces many challenges such as high exploration and project development risk, financial
constraints and disadvantage to low-cost natural gas (REN21, 2017). Research indicated
that “Soufriere” volcano in Saint Lucia provides the potential for geothermal energy
exploration and has a potential of more than 30 MW to 170 MW, economically feasible
for electricity generation (NREL, 2015). Lund & Boyd (2016) provide a synopsis of
geothermal energy globally including countries review as to development, capacity and
utilization. The study also provided Saint Lucia status on geothermal research as to
negotiation process for conducting new geoscientific studies for power plant of up to 30
MWe capacity.
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(d) Solar Energy Technology: Photovoltaic (PV) solar panels
This research is focused on only solar PV system. Solar PV is very modular technology
that directly converts solar energy into electricity when combined with batteries are
proven to be extremely reliable. Figure 4 exhibits solar PV growth in the global market.
PV global capacity in 2013 accounted to over 135 GW, with China installing over 11 GW,
followed by Japan 7 GW and United States 4 GW accounting to investment of USD 96
billion (IEA, 2014).

Figure 4: PV capacity: global cumulative growth (IEA, 2014)

Application of solar PV can be on-grid and off-grid ranging from 1 watt to gigawatts.
However, with PV grid-connected systems, inverters are required to convert direct current
(DC) power into alternating current (AC). PV like most renewable energy sources is very
capital-intensive and requires large amount of up-front finance. According to industry
analysis, PV has the potential for reducing cost and environmental impact due to
simplicity and reliability of the technology (IEA, 2014). Table 3 gives 2014 price
comparison of PV modules in various countries.
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Table 3 Comparison of PV system prices in various countries (Source: IEA, 2014)

Devabhaktuni et al., (2013a) examined the trends in solar energy technologies addressing
economic costs, challenges regarding policies to promote installation of solar energy
system. Rehman, Bader, & Al-Moallem (2007) performed a feasibility study of PV system
in Saudi Arabia including renewable energy production and economic evaluation.

(e) Hybrid Solar PV/Battery storage
Various literature is available on hybrids using renewable energy technologies to improve
economic and environmental cost. Sani Hassan, Cipcigan, & Jenkins, (2017) gave an
insight as to tariff incentives available including sensitivity analysis of PV/battery
optimization and cost. O'Shaughnessy, Cutler, Ardani, & Margolis (2018) presented
similar analysis with load control for residential customers. Maheshn & Sandhu (2015)
explored hybrid combination of wind/photovoltaic energy system developments as being
reliable and cost effective.

2.2.2 Application of Renewable Energy Technologies in Seaports
Electrifying ports using renewable energy reduces operating cost, improve energy
efficiency and environmental footprint. Renewable energy helps achieve financial targets
set out in ports strategic plan. Electricity in ports is usually procured from the grid and
used for lighting, air conditioning and equipment. The main energy consumption is
terminal and equipment with a total of approximately 80% with the remaining 20%
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consumed by lighting, workshops and other ancillary buildings (Siemens Annual Report,
2017).

Acciaro, Ghiara, & Cusano (2014) analysed the importance of energy management
focusing on Port of Genoa and Hamburg, the need to diversified in response to
environmental pressure for revenue and efficiency gains and competitive advantage. A
similar study was carried out by Hentschel, Ketter, & Collins (2018) on Rotterdam Port
on energy transition including action plan on how to manage sustainable operation of
renewable energy cooperatives. Ölçer et al (2018) describe smart micro-grid as an
effective energy management tool to be considered by port authorities and terminal
managers as source of revenue and energy cost savings. Ports such as Antwerp, Los
Angeles, PSA and Gothenburg, have been utilizing renewables such as wind turbines and
solar PV system to assist in reducing energy consumption and increasing energy
efficiency.

2.3 COMPLIANCE
2.3.1 Saint Lucia National Energy Regulations
(a) Evolution of Saint Lucia’s energy policy
Saint Lucia has abundant of renewable resources such as geothermal, wind, and solar,
even partially developed, could meet the demand, resulting in high penetration of
renewables onto the grid (Kuang, et al 2016). Table 5 indicates the evolution of Saint
Lucia energy sector.
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Table 4: Evolution of Saint Lucia Energy Sector (NREL 2015)

(b) Saint Lucia National Energy Policy (NEP)
The government of Saint Lucia (GoSL) in 2001, developed and approved a Sustainable
Energy Plan, with a goal to enhance energy supply and use for all sectors. However, this
was impeded by lack of appropriate regulatory and policy framework. Therefore, National
Energy Policy (NEP) was developed in 2010, with objectives to create an environment for
regulatory and institutional framework, introducing renewable energy to diversify
national energy supply, for increase energy security and independence (NEP SLU, 2010).
NEP targets at lowing the cost of electricity and reducing dependence on fossil fuels by
35% by 2020 and 50% by 2030 (GoSL, 2017). However, this policy has not provided clear
guidance as to exactly how unrestrictive the electricity sector or strategy for implementing
renewable energy initiatives (Kuang, et al, 2016). GoSL has provided incentives such as
100% duty-free concession on the importation of renewable energy equipment and
materials, and tax-refund on the purchase of solar water heaters (NEP SLU, 2010).
Exploring solar energy for electricity would cost below US$0.11/kWh compared to diesel
generation (Renewable Energy Caribbean, 2017).

(c) Saint Lucia Electricity Services Limited (LUCELEC)
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Saint Lucia’s generation, transmission and distribution of electricity service is privately
owned by the Saint Lucia Electricity Services Limited (LUCELEC) with an installed
capacity of 78.4 megawatts (MW), with a peak demand of 60 MW. Most of the electricity
is produced from imported diesel fuel that powers electrical generators. Cost of electricity
is highly dependent on global fuel prices. LUCELEC total importation of fuel is
approximately 19-million gallons/year. However, in April 2018, LUCELEC installed a
3MW solar farm with generating capacity of 7-million kWh/year, about 1.3% compared
to the main diesel power plant (LUCELEC, 2018). LUCELEC is responsible for setting
tariffs, standards of service and sustainable energy use. National Utility Regulatory
Commission (NURC) was created by the Government as an independent regulatory body,
mandated to regulate electricity supply services under the National Utilities Regulatory
Commission Act of No.3 of 2016 (NURC, 2018).

2.3.2 International Standards Organization (ISO)
Figure 5 gives an overview of ISO as to membership, standards and application.

Figure 5: ISO Overview (Source: ISO, 2018)

(a) ISO 14001 Environmental Management
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ISO 14001 (2015) sets out the criteria for environmental management system and
certification. It standard provides guidelines for organizations in the management of
environmental responsibilities while improving operational efficiencies. It also provides
detailed framework namely environmental management system to be implemented by
organizations.

(b) ISO 50001 Energy management
ISO 50001 (2018) sets criteria for energy management system to improve energy
efficiency and use within organizations. It involves developing energy policy, setting
objectives and targets and action plans for implementation. This is achieved by improving
organizations’ current processes, procurement of energy-efficient technologies and
reducing energy consumption. Table 6 highlights benefits of implementing ISO 14001
and 50001.

Table 5: ISO 14001 and 50001 benefits (Source: ISO, 2018)

Howell (2014) explored EnMS objectives and targets along with important questions and
answered as to what are the significant energy uses. PDCA cycle of plan, do, check and
act is used to create and implement EnMS. Figure 6 gives an outline EnMS:
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Figure 6: Elements of EnMS using PDCA Cycle (Source Howell, 2014)
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

3.1 Methodology Overview
This chapter consists of data collection and structure of the proposed model using
qualitative and quantitative methods. It gives an overview of Port Castries including
operation processes, electricity cost and consumption. Figure 7 gives the steps for
implementing Lean Enterprise and solar technologies.
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Figure 7: Case study Methodology lean and solar energy (Author, 2018)
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3.2 Overview of Port Castries, Saint Lucia
Saint Lucia is a tropical island located in the Eastern Caribbean, with a total area of 616
sq. km (238 sq. miles) and a population of 180,000 (World Population Review, 2018).
Foreign trade accounted for approximately 44.3% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
which mostly moved by ships (World Bank, 2018). Saint Lucia consists of 2-main ports
namely Port Castries, located in the capital city and Port Vieux Fort in the South as shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Map of Saint Lucia indicating Port Castries and Vieux Fort (SLASPA Handbook, 2015)

Saint Lucia’s Ports faces competition from regional ports such as Jamaica, Trinidad and
Barbados being closest. To compete regionally, there is a need to address inefficiencies in
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operations processes and equipment. Overall, Saint Lucia ports have experienced no
noticeable improvement regionally in relation to attracting transhipment.

Port Castries is state owned and operated by Saint Lucia Air and Sea Ports Authority
(SLASPA), established by Act of Parliament in 1983. SLASPA is a statutory body of the
Ministry of Infrastructure, Ports, Energy and Labour, responsible for operating and
regulating the activities of the island two main seaports, two airports and oversees other
ports of entry (SLASPA Act, 2001). Government play a vital role in the decision making
process as to investment which limits SLASPA’s ability to carry out necessary
investments in the port (Caribbean Development Bank, 2016).

3.2.1 Operations
Port Castries is a multipurpose port consisting of cargo, cruise and ferry terminals, located
within the city and connected to the hinterland via road network. The port consists of 7
berths with a floor capacity of 30,480m. Berth#2-5 currently utilized for cargo operations,
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Berth#1-2 cruise operations and Berth#6 for ferry service. Figure 9 shows the
configuration of the port regarding number of berths.

Figure 9: Aerial View of Port Castries (SLASPA 2016)

Table 7 and 8 illustrates characteristics of berths and terminal. The port has sufficient
nautical depth, due to geographical characteristics to accommodate vessel size that calls
at the port. The length of the quays is sufficient for berthing of 2 vessels simultaneously
where pilotage is compulsory for vessels over 100 GRT.
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Table 6 Berth Characteristics (Author, 2018)

Table 7:Terminal Characteristics (Author, 2018)

Port Castries handles various cargo types such as cars, containerized, general cargo and
cement averaging over 400,000 tons and 35,000 TEU annually. Figure 10 provides
historical data on container throughput from 2005-2015. The terminal experience
inefficiency in operations processes due to layout of yard particularly container yard
where stacking area is at a distance from the berth.
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Figure 10 Historical data on Port Castries Throughput (SLASPA, 2016)

3.2.2 Equipment
Port Castries provides the following equipment for ground operations as seen in Table 9.
In 2000, SLASPA procured a mobile harbour crane with capacity of 104 tons which was
refurbished in 2015 (SLASPA, 2018). The crane can only be utilized on berth#2-4, due to
insufficient cargo capacity at the other berths.

Table 8: Port Castries Equipment (Author, Source SLASPA, 2018)

3.2.3 Labour
Cargo handling operations are carried out by SLASPA in collaboration with stevedores
from the Seamen’s Union. Stevedores normal working hours starts from 7:00 am to 4:00
pm with overtime upon request. There is no stipulated shift system, therefore, gangs are
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employed for the duration of work on ships (Caribbean Development Bank, 2016).
Moreover, Port Castries opening hours, commences from 8 am to 4:30 pm, Monday to
Friday and closed on weekends.

3.2.4 Operational Efficiency
SLASPA mission is “To maximize air and sea-borne traffic and related services through
safe and efficient operations, performed by a highly motivated workforce contributing to
the sustainable, social and economic development of Saint Lucia” (SLASPA, 2018). Over
the years, SLASPA invested in various technologies to improve operational efficiencies
such as IT system Unitrack for yard management integrated with Customs’ ASYCUDA
World system; purchased additional cargo handling equipment, reconfiguration of the
cargo shed to improve speed of delivery. However, IT systems need to be further
developed to include other stakeholders and to accurately track containers within the
terminal (SLASPA handbook, 2015). Furthermore, investment was made in training and
development of employee focusing on customer service. However, most of the training is
conducted by on the job training (OJT).

3.2.5. Bottlenecks
Saint Lucia’s heavy reliance on imported goods has increased port volumes particularly
in RORO (cars) where port capacity has not been able to meet demand. This poses serious
challenges to Port Castries regarding efficiency and competitiveness. However, increasing
port capacity is quite difficult, even though there are sufficient dock space for loading and
unloading, there are issues such as road congestion, limited area for expansion (Caribbean
Development Bank, 2016). These issues combined with financial constraints and lengthy
timetables are obstacles that hinders additional capacity planning to be handled in an
expedited manner. Also, the port is challenged by lack of autonomy due to Government
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control in investment decisions. Therefore, Port Castries require a method to increase port
efficiency and capacity without substantial investment in additional resources.

3.2.6 Port Castries Electricity Cost and Consumption
For decades, SLASPA growing concern on energy conservation has increase, aiming to
reduce energy consumption by 20%. Table 10 provides total electricity cost and
consumption from 2015-2017.

Table 9:Total Electricity Bill and Consumption 2015 - 2018 (Author, 2018)

The high cost of electricity combined with other OPEX has Port Castries searching for
ways to reduce cost without compromising efficiency and vessel turnaround time.

Data Collection
To fulfil the objectives of this research, the Author has gathered information and data
focusing on application of Lean Enterprise and renewable energy technologies, the
economic and environmental impacts and performance in ports. In addition, the data
presented is obtained from reliable sources such as government agencies, International
Energy Agency (IEA), the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
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National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA), World Bank. Additionally, various literature comprising of books,
electronic sources, journals, articles, periodicals and reports. The current study presents
Port Castries annual data from 2015 to 2017. Port Castries data was collected from
SLASPA management, operations manuals, reports, strategic plan and direct
observations.

The proposed model focused on two aspects. Firstly, implementing Lean concept
requiring marginal financial investment known as “low-hanging fruits,” primarily for
training of management and employees. The objective is to measure and improve port
performance, reducing cost and waste in operations processes. Secondly, investment in
solar PV system to reduce the economic and environmental cost associated with electricity
generated from fossil fuels. This would require substantial capital investment at the
beginning with long-term financial and environmental benefits to the port. The results
would provide management of the port on whether to invest in lean or solar PV only or
combined.

3.3 Port Performance Indicator (PPI)
Port implementing lean can utilize both performance measurement and improvement
methods. Lean would provide ports with a holistic approach to efficient operational
processes such as berthing and yard operations and throughout the logistic chain. Lean
approach uses qualitative methods taking into consideration customer demand. The
Author uses PPIs as a performance measurement to identify existing processes for
implementation of Lean Enterprise in port operations.

3.4 Lean Enterprise
Lean main objective is to reduce the timeline between customer orders and payment
received by eliminating non-added value activities within the process. Lean basic tools
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have grown from the manufacturing industry to any industry where meeting customer
demand is paramount. Lean Enterprise concept identifies and eliminates waste within
work processes that do not add value to customers. The lean tool identified in this case
study is value stream mapping (VSM) which is considered as the most suitable method to
eliminate waste in seaport operations.

3.4.1 Understanding Waste
For proper value stream mapping, there must be a good understanding as to what waste
exist within each process. Wastes are grouped into 7-deadly wastes identified by Toyota
that hinders product/service’s ability to add value. In this case study, wastes are identified
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as unnecessary delays between ship arrival, berthing, transfer to yard, storage, cargo
delivery and gate processes. Figure 11 shows photograph of related deadly waste in Ports.

Figure 11:Deadly Waste in Ports (Photos courtesy of University of Alabama Huntsville)

In dealing with 7-deadly waste, it is strongly recommended that management be involved
in the development of lean policies and employee training to raise awareness as to the big
picture. This is required for identifying waste and finding suitable solutions/best practices
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to reduce costs. Key features of the process should be outlined and documented regarding
information and material flows.

3.4.2 Lean Tools
The utilization of Lean tools is essential for port managers to identify non-value added
activities in operation processes, increase performance efficiency and to be proactive in
finding the right solutions for a continuous improvement culture. Table 11 list and defines
lean tools available for workplace optimization.

Table 10 Definition of Lean Terms (Loyd et al, 2009)
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3.4.3 Value stream mapping (VSM)
VSM technique is selected for this study, consisting of current and future state and detailed
implementation plan to identify gaps and eliminate wastes in operations processes. VSM
approach identifies the root causes of port inefficiency. Establishing VSM would assist in
finding optimal solutions as to the areas that require improvement. This study presents a
proposed port’s performance measurement framework of lean implementation to
determine improvement in each process. VSM was conducted using Port Castries reports,
operations manual, strategic and direct observations.

(a) Current Value Stream Mapping
Firstly, VSM would be developed for current state where a visual representation on how
existing process operates and integrating the necessary steps in the flow of information
and resources. The current and future VSM analysis were based on ship arrival, berth
operations, yard transfer, yard storage and gate operations processes as illustrated in
Figure 12. The diagram shows that the bottleneck exists in quay operations and yard
storage indicated by the smaller links.

Figure 12: Schematic Diagram on Container Terminal Operations (Moon, 2018)
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An assessment is carried out, transforming current state to future state where a detailed
sketch of procedures of the existing process, combined with the flow of information and
material, outlining the steps involved in port operations. The objective is to simplify the
operations processes by use of diagram that allows the opportunity to identify wastes that
is evident. Undertaking current VSM help assess the present mode of operations and
allowing opportunities to identify waste and subsequent elimination. Countermeasures are
then developed to address these waste for future VSM or improve processes.
Implementing Lean would allow these processes to meet the productivity level, thus,
having the entire terminal at the same efficiency level.

(b) Future Value Stream Mapping
Future VSM would be developed as countermeasures to waste identified in current VSM,
highlighting improve processes with allocated timeline. This provides a blueprint on how
the value stream’s processes should operate. It is designed on being proactive by
displaying countermeasures for implementing desirable improvements. As a guide for
improving process, this study uses takt time for calculating quay, cargo and RORO
productivity regarding customer demand per day.

(i) Takt Time
"Takt time" is a German word meaning “pulse” referring to heart rate as it increases or
decreases. It is considered the rate at which the process is required to be completed to meet
customer demand. Takt time is beneficial to all stakeholders and applicable in yard
operations in synchronizing and balancing the processes. Calculating Takt time is
recommended for each process to avoid bottlenecks between and within processes. Any
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differences in Takt time means that more resources are used, longer time is required to
move one unit of cargo (Lovelle, 2001).

(ii) Calculating Takt Time
Calculating takt time is important in identifying and eliminating waste, hence optimizing
resources regarding customer demand and efficiency. Takt time is calculated as daily total
available production time divided by daily customer demand (Lovelle, 2001). For process
improvement culture, Takt time was used to measure and calculate port operations process
whilst Kaizen for continuous improvement involving the employees focusing on waste
elimination within processes (Loyd, et al., 2009). Several other techniques are available
to assist in the implementation of lean including teamwork, 5s, total productive
maintenance (TPM) and visual management.

(c) Detailed Implementation Plan
This detailed roadmap provides recommendations to move from current to future state
with proposed countermeasures converted into detailed action plans, prioritized with
timeline. Figure 13 gives a diagram of value stream sequence.

Figure 13: Lean Value Stream Process Stages (Author, 2018)
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For a successful lean transformation, management and employees require understanding
of the key lean principles of identifying and eliminating waste based on customer’s
demand. Achievement requires teamwork where responsibilities are assigned for each task
to be completed. Furthermore, each department should perform VSM to set a manageable
implementation roadmap prior to application. This would determine the required steps in
delivering a particular service that generates value within the operational processes. It is
dependent on numerous factors such as the level of education of employees within the
department, type of equipment and yard layout. After completing the plan, managers are
responsible for administering and updating to ensure that the processes are properly
managed (Marlow, 2003). However, feedback is required regarding performance so that
comparisons would be made against the expected results. This process is illustrated in
Figure 14.

Figure 14: Implementation of Port Total Quality Management System (Marlow, 2003)

3.4.4 Lean Model
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The proposed lean model is represented by the 3-tier house as seen in Figure 15. The
foundation represents workplace organization as the starting point, with second and third
level being workplace analysis and optimization and roof as continuous improvement
culture.

Figure 15: Lean Implementation Model for Seaports (Loyd et al, 2009)

(a) Workplace Organization Tools
This concept of clean, safe and organized work area for easy access to eliminated
unnecessary movements. This is the foundation and consist of 5s system, visual workplace
and point-of-use-storage (POUS). The 5s (sort, set in order, shine, standardize and sustain)
when properly applied, leads to an environment where all necessary resources are assigned
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to designated area avoiding unnecessary delay in searching (Loyd et al, 2009) as seen in
Figure 16.

Figure 16: Before and After maintenance workshop (Photos courtesy University of Alabama Huntsville)

(b) Workplace analysis Tools
This includes layout analysis, Single Minute Exchange to Die (SMED) principles, and
standardized work necessary to examine processes and elimination of waste. Layout
analysis deals with assessment of the port and planning for optimization of the space. This
will reduce unnecessary movement of employees and materials. Proper layout saves time
in performing value-added activities. SMED principles analyses opportunities for
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improvement within the performed process and can be both internal and external as shown
in Figure 17.

Figure 17: SMED Principles Internal vs. External (Source: Loyd, et al., 2009)

However, internal and external activities must be connected to avoid inefficiency.
Checklist should be established for external stakeholders to reduce waste and improve
process time. Lastly, standardized work analysis is developed for improving processes
which can be used for effective training of employees involving standard operating
procedures (SOP).

(c) Workplace Optimization Tools
This is the third layer of the optimized processes consisting of quality-at-the-source and
total productive maintenance (TPM). Quality-at-the-source refers to being proactive
instead of reactive. This process provides preventative measures to identify the
shortcomings. This can be achieved through training of employees and developing SOPs
for process improvements. Total productive maintenance is based on schedule
maintenance of equipment to avoid unnecessary breakdowns.
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(d) Continuous Improvement Culture
This consists of customer focus, teamwork and kaizen where every component
corresponds to an action item in the VSM implemented plan to support the customer
demand. Teamwork requires training of employees for greater flexibility when responding
to customer demand. Kaizen is achieved by creating small teams to perform brainstorming
exercise on waste elimination on a particular task. Kaizen approach provides employees
with a forum for suggestions and participation in implementation process. This results in
best practices for overall improvement of processes. Kaizen cycle approach is referred to
as the PDCA cycle as seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Kaizen/PDCA Cycle (Author, 2018)

3.4.5 Lean Environmental Performance
Energy efficiency and environmental performance can be evaluated by implementing
Lean to eliminate environmental waste within the port operations process.

Environmental Waste and 7 Deadly Wastes
Environmental waste is defined as “the utilization of any unnecessary resources or
substances released into the air, land and water that are harmful to human health or
environment” (USEPA, 2017). Environmental waste does not add value but impacts
negatively on service quality, time, flow and cost. It is important to identify these wastes
to quantify the possible measure and impact. Lean implementation would demonstrate
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improvement in processes and safe working environment. Listed in Table 12 are
environmental impacts associated with the 7-deadly wastes targeted by lean approach.

Table 11: Deadly waste impact on Environment (USEPA, 2017)

3.5 Renewable Energy Technologies – Saint Lucia
Table 13 indicates renewable sources in Saint Lucia with wind, geothermal and solar
having the highest potential.

Table 12: Saint Lucia Renewable Energy Potential and Status (NREL, 2015)

Figure 19 gives an overview of electricity installation capacity and consumption according
to sector. Currently, the fuel price as of August 2018 is US$0.28/kWh. However, the
Government has introduced the modified market past-through petroleum pricing
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mechanism conducted every three weeks to provide relief to consumers when fuel price
goes down on the global market (GoSL, 2015).

Figure 19: Saint Lucia Electricity Overview (NREL 2015)

Due to current legislation, it is illegal to install system to generate 100% electricity from
renewable resources, hence, the project must include national grid. Currently, 25 kWp for
Solar PV System is permitted for commercial customers and must be approved by
National Utility Regulatory Commission (NURC, 2016).

3.6 Solar PV System Simulation
Solar PV system cost is determined by capital cost, variable costs, discount rate, level of
solar irradiation and cells efﬁciency. The initial capital investment is substantial but
provides long-term benefits. To simulate the least-cost option of suitable PV system for
Port Castries, a feasibility study carried out utilizing Hybrid Optimization Model for
Multiple Energy Resources (HOMER) software for optimization and sensitivity analysis
of the data collected. HOMER was originally designed by NREL, is one of the most
frequently use optimization software for hybrids simulation of residence, commercial,
industry and community. This simulation model determines all possible combinations of
the technologies input in time steps series from minute, hour, month or year. This was
used to assess various possible combination of PV systems in a single run. The software
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sort and select suitable systems according to the optimization variable identifying leastcost options. This makes the process for finding the optimal system quickly with
sensitivity results across a wide range of values. A sensitivity analysis or “what if” when
performed is critical in understanding the robustness of the model and allow the
understanding of how the changing input would affect the choice of least-cost system. The
software analyses the viability of each system configuration, combined with costs
estimations over the project lifetime consisting of initial cost of capital (ICC), operation
and maintenance (O&M), replacement and salvage costs.
The input data consists of Saint Lucia’s annual temperature, solar global horizontal
irradiance (GHI), solar PV prices, current fuel and electricity cost. Various scenarios were
used as to solar PV system combined with battery bank on direct current (DC) side
connecting to converter and national grid on alternating current (AC).

3.7 PV System Project Appraisal
Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) was used to evaluate and calculate the feasibility of the
project namely Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Return on
Investment (ROI), payback period and other factors to assess all possible economic gains
generated from this model.

3.7.1 Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
Pawel (2013) defined LCOE as “the total lifetime cost of an investment divided by the
cumulated generated energy by this investment.” LCOE method is used to estimate the
cost of lifetime generated energy and to benchmark the cost-effectiveness of the system
(Ouyang & Lin, 2014). LCOE is calculated using both capital and recurring cost of the
project to value per energy unit that must be collected, ensuring expenses are met and
profits generated. The levelized cost is the total annualized cost divided by the annual
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energy output (Allen, 2013). It determines the price at which energy should be sold to
obtain NPV of zero.

3.7.2 Social/Ecological Costs
(a) Cost of Emission
USEPA estimated social cost of carbon (SC-CO2) as measured dollar amount of long-term
impact of 1 ton of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions per year representing the value of
damages avoided. The importance of reducing CO2 emissions in ports are highly relevant
to meeting energy targets and reducing carbon footprint. Furthermore, reducing CO2
emission have placed tremendous pressure on governments to prioritized and developed
eco-friendly initiates (Geerlings & van Duin, 2011). Using solar PV system to power the
port would reduce CO2 emission and therefore, achieving environmental goals.
(b) Ship’s Waiting Cost
Ship’s waiting cost represents combined waiting time before and during berthing. The
costs of delayed ships are measured by the using fuel costs, waiting and service time and
terminal costs. Vessel delay costs consist of cargo depreciation costs, lost vessel
opportunity costs, and terminal handling penalties (Lang & Veenstra, 2009). This is
essential for the case study as to the cost incurred for ships when delayed due to
interruption in electricity supply from the national grid.

3.7.3 Payback Period
Payback period determines the time required to offset the amount invested for a project
by net cash flow generated (Allen, 2013). Payback period offers investors an indication as
to the project’s risk and liquidity (Brigham & Houston, 2004). Payback period was
calculated by use of simple payback which excludes taxes and discounted payback
including taxes and time value of money (TVM). Investors prefer short payback periods
because the risk would be for a shorter period of time. Payback method should not be the
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only criterion for acceptance of an investment, other appraisal methods such as IRR and
NPV, should be taken into consideration for further assessment of the project’s viability
and overall profitability.

3.7.4 Net Present Value (NPV)
Allen (2013) defines NPV as the “diﬀ erence between beneﬁts and expenses with
everything discounted to present value.” NPV determines long-term proﬁtability of
projects consisting of the sum of the present value (PV) of cash inflows and outflows and
must be greater than zero or positive to deemed as an acceptable investment (Brigham &
Houston, 2004). However, any project that generates negative NPV should be rejected.
NPV is used to calculate the time value of money (TVM) indicating how cash flow over
the period of the solar project compares in today’s dollar factoring inflation, interest and
other costs. NPV theory would give assurance to the viability of the project to generate
profits and aid in decision-making process on whether or not to investment.
3.7.5 Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
IRR measures the profitability of investments. The higher the IRR, the more attractive is
the project to investors, and should be greater than weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) and interest rate. IRR is the discount rate that forces the present value of inflows
to equal to cost or NPV = 0 (Brigham & Houston, 2004). Most investors prefer IRR >15%
to consider a viable project and to reap the benefit from the investment quickly. High IRR
demonstrates that the rate of return on the project is greater than costs.

3.7.6 Return on Investment (ROI)
ROI indicates financial gains over the project period. ROI calculation for the project
includes current utility rate per kWh, annual bill without solar, lifetime costs associated
with the solar installation including inverter replacement, O&M cost. This will also
highlight the payback period and total financial savings for using solar PV system.
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3.8 Proposed Decision-making Framework
The implementation of the proposed model consists of three aspects (I) lean only, (II) solar
PV system only and (III) combination. The decision-making framework usually consists
of economic, environmental and technological based on alternatives versus criteria.
Selecting the best solution among trade-off options can be challenging and require
assessment of each alternative to each criterion, known as multiple attribute decisionmaking criteria (MADM), where trade-off solutions are assessed against economic and
environmental merits (Ölçer & Ballini, 2015). However, Ren & Lützen (2017) research
on alternative sustainable energy source for shipping, concluded that multi-criteria
decision making is made under incomplete information where framework of prioritizing
is subjective to decision-makers judgement and preferences. Implementation of solar PV
system requiring significant investment using economic and sustainability assessment for
criteria given in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Decision-making Criteria for Projects (Author, 2018)

Technological aspect in decision-making is based on how extensive and profoundly PV
system can be used in comparison to another alternative energy source, its resistance and
robustness such as to weather. Economic aspects such as supportive infrastructure and
cost. Environmental aspect gives details as to how eco-friendly is the system in reducing
emission and social/political is based on government support in the adoption solar PV
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system with regulations and standard policies, safety of employees is also critical in the
decision-making process (Ren & Lützen 2017). The decision-making approach for this
model is based on single criterion namely cost due to Port Castries financial situation.

3.9 Conclusion
The conclusion summarizes and makes recommendations regarding the best solution for
Port Castries as to the implementation of one or both pillars. Assessment of the pillars
would assist in the decision-making process where criteria are based on cost, process
improvement, environmental performance, energy security and efficiency. For continuous
waste reduction and cost, a proposed energy policy would be developed based on ISO
50001 standard combined with the best practices of Lean Enterprise to assist management
in the implementation process. The results of feasibility of the proposed model would be
discussed in the following sequence as shown in Figure 21.
l

Figure 21:Step-wise Approach for Project (Author, 2018)
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CHAPTER FOUR: FEASIBILITY STUDY DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

This chapter presents analysis and findings of a proposed implementation model
consisting of Lean concepts and solar PV system. This chapter is divided into four
sections:

(a) Section 4.1 comprises of the selection of applicable lean tools and principles in Port
Castries. Operations processes would be assessed using VSM to identify and eliminate
waste, increasing performance and efficiency according to customer demand.

(b) Section 4.2 explores the feasibility of Solar PV system utilizing HOMER software to
determine the optimization and sensitivity analysis result. The model would be used for
future energy savings, efficiency and security and environmental benefits.

(c) Section 4.3 is the project appraisal calculating NPV, IRR, payback period and other
factors to determine project feasibility.

(d) Section 4.4 is the decision-making criteria based on finding the best available option
for Port Castries.

4.1 LEAN IMPLEMENTATION - PORT CASTRIES, SAINT LUCIA
Port Castries, with financial constraints and high operating expenses, require a holistic
approach to minimize expenses without substantial investment. Lean implementation in
Port Castries is a strategic initiative to eliminate waste in operations processes while
constantly adding value to the available resources, without compromising quality and
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efficiency. The realization of a successful lean approach requires an understanding of the
key principles and waste identification and elimination from the processes. VSM is
selected to identify waste in the current state to identify non-added value activities within
the process. Countermeasures are then created to address these issues and evaluated for
continuous improvement.

4.1.1 Value Stream Mapping (VSM)
VSM consist of current state, future state and detailed implementation plan to evaluate
ship arrival, berth, yard and gate processes.

4.1.2 Understanding Waste
For proper VSM, a good understanding of what waste exist in Port Castries operation
processes. To effectively reduce waste in the processes, the following transformation
phases must be considered before implementation.
● The order in which the Seaports Operations would introduce lean improvement
process such as berth/yard/gate.
● Develop strategic plan to meet objectives of continuous improvement program in
support of mission and vision of the Port;
● Training of management for understanding of role in the lean process;
● Training of employees to meet required standard;
● Management appointment of lean leader for overseeing implementation, enforcing
appropriate performance schemes to drive necessary behaviours among
employees;
● Implementation of continuous improvement culture in performing day to day
activities.
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4.1.3 Assessment of Current State
The current state of operations in Port Castries was examined to identify where
inefficiencies exist within the processes. The results indicate the need for standardized
database and monitoring system in collaboration with Customs and other supporting
government agencies such as Ministry of Health, for complete value flow from ship arrival
to departure. Prior to ship arrival, advance notification from Ship Agent would assist
Seaports Operations in the planning and preparation of berth to prevent unnecessary ship
delays. Arrival and berthing of ships are dependent on experience of pilots, the availability
of tugboat and mooring team. Frequent breakdown of pilot boat causes additional delay
awaiting replacement vessel. Also, breakdown of cargo handling equipment, particularly
harbour crane, due to age and damage to major parts, has the port utilizing ship’s crane,
and if not communicated may also cause delays in vessel unloading/loading cargo. Figure
22 gives Port Castries procedures for ship arrival and departure including stakeholders’
involvement in processes.
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Figure 22: Current VSM Seaports Operations processes (Author, 2018)
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Each commodity type requires different handling process, equipment, storage facilities,
yard layout and staff requirement. Therefore, good communication and information flow
between stakeholders and Seaport Operations would minimize waste within the cargo
handling and clearing process. Port Castries offers five days’ free storage to allow cargo
suppliers to utilize the facilities and to reduce idle time and terminal congestion. The
current storage capacity namely closed and open facilities is sufficient for cargo
accommodation during normal operating conditions. Consequently, during peak season,
the delivery process requires extra storage capacity to accommodate cargo, utilizing open
facility near the ferry terminal where many of deadly waste such as transportation is
evident due to distance and layout.

Furthermore, the cargo delivery process begins with the consignee making arrangement
for cargo clearance by preparing the necessary documents to be presented to Customs.
The results indicate the need for electronic copies to reduce paperwork. However, not all
personnel involved, such as equipment operators, has access to EDI or Customs software,
therefore hardcopies are necessary to ensure that labour and equipment are readily
available to accommodate ship arrival.

The study has developed countermeasures to address the waste encountered during the
current value stream process for future improvement. Table 14 provides the results by
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evaluating the wastes identified, giving detailed description as to causes of inefficiencies
and improve processes.

Table 13 Ship Arrival Current & Future State (Author, 2018)
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Table 14 Berth Operations Current & Future State (Author, 2018)
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Table 15 Yard Transfer Current and Future State (Author, 2018)
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Table 16 Cargo Storage and Clearance Current and Future State (Author, 2018)
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Table 17: Gate Operations Current and Future State (Author, 2018)

4.1.4 Future Value Stream Map
The future VSM is developed from the result of minimizing waste from existing processes.
It is designed in setting specific timelines from the implementation of the improved
processes by displaying countermeasures as highlighted in Table 14, 15, 16 and 17.

To satisfy customer demand, Takt time is calculated for crane productivity for unloading
and loading of containers, general cargo and RORO (cars) operations as per customer
demand per day, shown in Table 18, 19 and 20. Takt time is an important factor in port
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performance and beneficial to management for synchronizing and balancing the processes
according to customer demand.

Table 18: Takt Time Calculation for containers vessels in Port Castries (Author 2018)

The results indicate that 5.37 minutes is required to move one container from ship to shore
or vice versa. This is relatively slow productivity time accounting for approximately 11
crane moves/hr. Port Castries only handles a yearly average of 35,000 TEUs. Large ports
performance average 25–40 crane moves/hr with 110,000 TEUs annually per crane
(UNCTAD, 2017). Investigations as to low productivity are required by management for
proper equipment utilization. This could be influenced by equipment condition, age and
variation in skills of operators. Some equipment operators are more efficient than others,
therefore, additional training is recommended to enhance skills in order for all operators
to perform at the same level.
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Table 19: Take time for General Cargo Operations (Author, 2018)

The results depend on the yard layout and distance between unloading from ship and cargo
storage area. Some cargoes are loaded directly on trucks, therefore, reducing time.

Table 20: Takt time for RORO (Cars) operations (Author, 2018)

The result is based on size and layout of the terminal where storage of cars is distance
from the berth as shown in Figure 23. Also, being a multipurpose port, cars utilize the
same traffic lane as handling equipment and trucks causing delays and inefficiency in the
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process. At present, the designated queueing area for trucks is directly to the front of the
car storage zone.

Figure 23: Car Storage Layout – Port Castries (Image courtesy Google Earth)

The Takt time result would assist management in setting real-time targets for quality and
efficiency for establishing effective continuous improvement programs involving all
employees to reduce the non-added value activities mentioned above. There are various
assumptions as to the low productivity within the processes. The layout of the terminal
hinders the free flow of cars and equipment. Such unbalanced makes it difficult for each
process to maintain same takt time resulting inconsistent pull system from the customer
side, where delivery of goods is delayed. Therefore, balancing operations processes is
essential where all processes should function at the same takt time to eliminating waiting
time and deadly wastes. Working at different takt time may cause delay and congestion.
Moreover, there must be sufficient handling equipment, employees and yard storage at
appropriate distances.

Additionally, the decision-making process hinders the port, causing unnecessary steps in
the processes. Lean would provide fast and cost-effective way in the delivery of value to
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customer before and during vessel’s call, increasing productivity if properly implemented.
This would depend on IT systems utilized by Seaports Operations and customs, to allow
cargo release as soon as it is practical. Full automation of these processes in UNITRACK
would minimize waste.

4.1.5 Implementation Plan
A successful lean transformation in Port Castries involves management, staff and
stakeholders working together, having a common goal and using the necessary resources
to reduce waste. Figure 24 gives details of organisational structure of Seaports Operations,
number of employees and supporting departments.
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Figure 24: Organisational Structure of the Operations Department: Ports Castries (Author, 2018)
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The proposed lean implementation plan for Port Castries is represented by the three tier
house as discussed in the methodology.

(a) Workplace Organization Tools
5s system, visual workplace and point-of-use-storage (POUS) are the foundation which
focuses on workplace organization involving clean, safe and organized work area for easy
access eliminating wastes such as motion. The evaluation revealed that maintenance
workshop, container yard and Shed#6 are highly recommended for implementation of 5s
where organized work is essential to carry out maintenance work promptly and delivery
of cargo/containers to the customer. Personal effects and container section, during peak
time, the tendency of misplacing cargo, although it can found in UNITRACK, occurs
through constant shifting and not replacing it in the right location, causing cargo to be lost
and claims forwarded to SLASPA for compensation. Implementing the 5s would clearly
identify designated location where resources if not present could be noticed. The
maintenance workshop would benefit with clean and organized work space with visibility
of tools, spare parts and storage of large item for better utilization of floor space.
Establishing 5s score sheet would provide a standard for balancing areas that require
improvements. Workplace organization would result in improved employees’ morale and
a safe working environment.

(b) Workplace analysis tools
This includes layout analysis, SMED principles, and standardized work where processes
are examined to eliminate waste by reducing unnecessary steps. Layout analysis is critical
for optimization of space such as the distance from berth to storage yard, location of
containers for loading and stacking height. The empty container storage area is located
after the ferry terminal. Ships often leave without loading empties due to additional delays
and scheduled time for next port of call. Communicating to the ship and agent in advance
as to loading of empties would decrease the high amount currently at the terminal. SMED
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analysis involves working with internal and external processes to avoid inefficiencies.
Port planners need to set timeline such as notice of arrival of ships so that all agencies are
available for free flow of resources. Standardized operations throughout the terminals
through development of SOPs, documented to improve processes. Training of employees
and reviewing job description to ensure that assigned duties are carried out effectively and
to avoid underutilization of employees.

(c) Workplace Optimization Tools
This can be achieved through training and documented SOPs for key process areas
including being proactive as to establishing preventative measures for each process. Total
productive maintenance is based on schedule maintenance of equipment to avoid
unnecessary breakdowns. Port Castries has implemented Facilities Management System
for the maintenance workshop to strengthen asset management which provides
scheduling, assigning and monitoring of engineering tasks for equipment. The software
produces work orders for technicians for a better understanding of performance and
maintenance. Therefore, maintenance of equipment would be carried out on a scheduled
basis reducing the number of breakdowns.

(d) Continuous improvement


Teamwork requires training of employees with the necessary tools to respond to
customer demand. During 2017, senior personnel received early retirement
packages, leaving the port operating with inexperienced employees. The
succession plans, cross-training or documented procedures were inadequate as to
allow smooth transition, leaving a huge knowledge and competence gap.
Succession plan should be created and documented for training of employees to
avoid recurrence.



Kaizen exercise for process improvement utilizing PDCA cycle of plan, do, check
and act. Employees participation in the process would give a better understanding
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and appreciation as to best practices and adapting to a culture of continuous
improvement.

4.1.6 Lean Environmental Performance in Port Castries
Port Castries lacks the capacity or funding for sustainable development of port resources.
All cargo handling equipment such as quay crane, reach stacker, forklifts are diesel
powered. The research only focused on implementation of Lean to reduce energy
consumption and CO2 emission within berthing and cargo handling processes. For longterm planning, Port Castries would require more fuel-efficient equipment, however, in the
interim, the need to reduce the distance equipment travels from berth to storage facility is
important in energy and CO2 emission reduction. Implementing Lean to reduce waste in
the processes would reduce harm to the environment without substantial investment. Lean
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tools to target environmental impacts associated with the 7-deadly wastes highlighted in
Table 21 combined with countermeasures for improve process.

Table 21: Port Castries Environmental Deadly targeted by Lean (Author, 2018)
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4.2 FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR HYBRID - SOLAR PV SYSTEM FOR PORT
CASTRIES
This section presents a feasibility study on solar PV system to generate electricity in Port
Castries to reduce electricity cost and consumption. The study utilized HOMER software
for selection of the least-cost option. Sensitivity analysis and optimization would be
performed using economic variables.

4.2.1 Port Castries Electricity Supply and Demand
Saint Lucia has the potential to generate electricity from renewable energy sources namely
solar, wind and geothermal with the rest at smaller scale. However, due to the high cost
associated with these technologies and SLASPA’s financial situation, wind and
geothermal were eliminated from the study. Furthermore, Port Castries, being a city port
in close proximity to the GFLC Airport, onshore or offshore wind turbines would not be
ideal.

SLASPA being state-owned, requires government intervention amending legislation to
provide sustainable energy by use of 100% renewable energy to electrify the port and
reduce operational and energy cost and carbon footprint. Currently, there is a cap as to
solar PV system for electricity generation from commercial customer of 25 kWp. Port
Castries has been experiencing high electrical bill and consumption particularly in critical
areas such as storage and main administration building. Furthermore, power shortages are
issues to be addressed since the country may experience storms/hurricane during the
Atlantic hurricane season from June to November. During this time, the country requires
the main port of entry to be functional for emergency purposes.

From data collected from 2015-2017, results show that Port Castries average monthly
electricity bill is approximately US$21,000 and consumption of 62,000 kWh. This is
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extremely high for a small port with limited capacity (400 TEU). Furthermore, Port
Castries energy base load is estimated at 2033 kWh per day whilst electricity is sold to
commercial customers at US$0.28 kWh.

4.2.2 Data collection and analysis
The Study utilizes data from Port Castries for both qualitative and quantitative analysis.
For quantitative analysis, historical data from 2015-2017 consist of electricity bill and
consumption, container throughput, capital and operating expenditure and other data
relevant for the project such as solar GHI, temperature, cost of electricity. Temperature
and solar GHI for Saint Lucia was collect to appraise the potential of solar energy.

4.2.3 Model Description and Configuration
The project is based on only solar PV system installation to provide 75% power to Port
Castries. The author utilized HOMER software to perform economic comparison and
feasibility of undertaking the project. Since HOMER software is designed for hybrids, the
author has considered the following technologies for simulation:
● Solar PV
● Grid
● Converter, and

Hybrid

● Battery storage

Solar PV system is simulated as the primary power source with battery bank where excess
electricity is fed to the grid. The converter connects direct current (DC) and alternating
current (AC), converting PV system and battery power output to AC to supply the load.
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Grid energy delivers to AC bus, whereas PV system and battery supply DC bus as shown
in Figure 25.

Figure 25: System Architecture (HOMER, 2018)

4.2.4 System Modelling
Commercial design was selected for daily profile and simulated where the port’s peak
period is between 8-5pm and for seasonal profile, July was selected as peak month as
shown in Figure 26. The average hourly peak load was average at 313.74 kW as seen in
Figure 25.

Figure 26: Hourly load and peak month profile (HOMER, 2018)
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The solar radiation and temperature for Saint Lucia were analysed as per NASA Surface
Meteorological and Solar Energy database, with annual average of 6.08 kWh/m2/day and
temperature of 26.27o Celsius, as shown in Figure 27 and 28, respectively.

Figure 27: Annual Solar GHI for Saint Lucia (NASA, 2018)

Figure 28: Saint Lucia Temperature (NASA, 2018)

The sensitivity analysis values simulated diesel fuel price of US$1.00 per litre and nominal
discount rate of 8%, based on Saint Lucia’s present fuel price and interest rate.

4.2.5 Solar PV module
Talesun Solar 260TP660M 260 was selected for this study based on availability in Saint
Lucia and capacity. The module has a capacity rate of 400-k, power of 246w voltage,
37.70 volts and current of 8.8A. The technology associated are commercial-scale flat-plate
system, mono-crystalline, mono-c-Si, with stand test condition (STC) of 13% efficiency.
Capital cost was estimated at US$2,393/kW and operating and maintenance cost (O&M)
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of US$19/kW annually based on NREL cost for electric generating technologies. The
characteristics and dimension of the module are shown in Table 22.

Table 22: PV Characteristics (Author, 2018)

4.2.6 Battery Bank
Tesla Powerwall 2.0 battery serves as energy storage for the system. This is a Lithium-ion
battery of 13.5kWh, throughput of 67,500 kWh, with initial cost of capital (ICC) and
replacement cost of US$6,500 and expected lifetime of 10 years. The characteristics are
highlighted in Table 23. The battery consists of an inverter that produces AC bus,
however, to model a DC-output battery within HOMER, a converter must be included.

Table 23: Battery Bank Description (Author, 2018)
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The number of batteries and strings required for the project were calculated. Figure 30
shows the monthly state of charge for the Battery Bank.

Figure 29 Batteries Annual state of charge

4.2.7 Power Converter
A generic system converter from the software was selected as interface between AC and
DC bus. The author decided to use this option in determining the most suitable converter
for the system. The converter selected by the software has an inverter input efficiency of
95%, lifetime of 15 years and rectifier input of relative capacity of 100% and 95%
efficiency. The ICC and replacement are estimated at US$300/kW with O&M of zero.

4.2.8 Configuration results analysis
Economic variable and constraints were simulated to create various scenarios to find the
optimal configuration for the system as illustrated in Table 21.

Table 24: Model Constraints and Economic variables (Author, 2018)

The results revealed an optimal system comprised of Solar PV system with a total capacity
of 622 kWh with battery bank of 13 strings comprising of 13 batteries to create the
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nominal voltage of DC bus of 220V and converter capacity of 426 kW. Tables 25 gives
the electrical summary and statistical result of the PV System.

Table 25: Simulation results (Author, 2018)

At 8% discounted rate and fuel price of US$1/L, the project initial cost of capital (ICC) is
US$1.701,091.83, net present cost (NPC) of $2,094,962.00, levelized cost US$0.164/kWh
with operating cost of US$30,467.60. Whereas, the average energy cost of the battery
US$0.277 with a wear cost of US$0.102. PV accounts for 75% of the total electricity
production whilst 25% purchased from national grid. This is based on the current
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legislation and 6 hours of daylight. Figure 30 illustrates the mix of electrical production
by component type and month.

Figure 30: Average Monthly Electricity Production (Author, 2018)

Figure 31 shows daily battery State of Charge where red is fully charged and green is
empty. In this case, it is fully charged most of the time.

Figure 31: Battery State of Charge

HOMER state of charge parameters applies to the cycle state of charging strategy where
the system begins to charge the storage bank until reaches the set-point state of charge.
This assist in reduction of the amount of time the storage bank spends at a low state of
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charge and also number of charge-discharge cycle occurring throughout the year. HOMER
calculates the battery fixed storage cost at zero whilst the marginal cost to be equal to
storage wear cost of $US$0.102. Figure 32 shows the frequency of charge histogram
depicting battery state of charge value to be fully charged 72.81% of time whilst 80-95%
between 4-6%.

Figure 32: Frequency histogram (Author, 2018)

4.2.9 System Cost Structure
Table 26 gives a summary of the project cash flow. The project was simulated for a
lifetime of 25 years, whilst the battery and converter, 10 and 15 years respectively. This
explains the replacement cost for battery and converter during the project period.
However, some components would extend beyond the project period which is deducted
from the total cost representing savings indicated as salvage.

Table 26: Cost Summary of system (Author, 2018)
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4.3 PROJECT APPRAISAL
Project appraisal performed to establish whether the project is a worthwhile investment
by conducting an economic evaluation comprises of NPV, IRR, ROI, payback period and
LCOE. The benefits are calculated “With-Project” and “Without-Project” scenarios along
with the associated costs throughout the project period.

4.3.1 Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
The result shows the project yield LCOE of US$0.164 kWh. The electrical energy price
sold from the national grid, as of August 2018, for commercial customers were
US$0.280/kWh. The PV system in comparison with the grid shows a difference of
US$0.116kWh. This indicates that installation of the PV systems has the potential of
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approximated 60% cost savings on the electrical bill where expenses would be met and
profits generated.

4.3.2 Annual Electricity Bill
The electricity for Port Castries is procured from the national grid at US$0.28/kWh with
power load of 735,663 kWh/yr. The unsatisfied demand is 251,130 kWh/yr., representing
an annual power grid production of 25%. The cost is as follows:
-

Cost of Electricity = 735,663*0.28 =US$205,985.64

-

Cost of unmet electrical load/Grid Sales = 251,130*0.28= US$70,316.40

4.3.3 Social/Ecological Costs
(a) Cost of Emission
As previously mentioned, most of Saint Lucia’s electricity is generated from dieselpowered generators with solar accounting for 1.3%. To calculate CO2 currently emitted
from Port Castries electricity consumption, Corona Energy (2015) formula was used.
CO2 = consumption (kWh)*0.537
Port Castries year 2017

= 729,502*0.537

Port Castries current emission =391,743 kg/yr.
The result of emission calculation from HOMER is highlighted in Table 27, indicating
CO2 emission of 162,212 kg/yr. would be emitting from the system. This emission amount
is due to the 25% generation from grid which can be further reduced if the system was
fully renewables.

Table 27: Project emission quantity in Kg/yr. (HOMER, 2018)
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In comparison to the existing emission, the project CO2 emission would be reduced by
41% which is double the amount targeted by the port of 20%. However, Port Castries can
further reduce emissions but requires government intervention in amending legislation to
enable the port to generate electricity from renewables at a higher scale.

To calculate the social cost of CO2 emission in dollars, the author utilized USEPA
recommended rate given in Table 28. The social cost is measured in metric tons. Using
2020-dollar amount of US$123, the result shows Port Castries current CO2 emission cost
is US$48,184.39, with the proposed PV system installation would be US$19,952.08, a
difference of US$28,232.31.

Table 28: USEPA 2015-2050 SC-CO2 (USEPA, 2015)

(b) Ships Waiting Cost
Port Castries handles on average 35000 TEU, 280 vessel calls and operates 260 days per
year. Assumptions were made as to power interruption at 5% as simulated in HOMER.
Clarkson database was utilized for the calculation of ship waiting cost using daily charter
rate for container feeder vessels of 1000 TEU in relation to similar vessels berthing in Port
Castries. The rate of US$7,250 as of August 2018 was used (Clarkson, 2018). The result
shows that the annual ship waiting cost is estimated at US$362,500. However, ships prefer
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to be served on arrival, hence reducing the ship waiting time would create competitive
advantage for Port Castries.
4.3.4 Excess Electricity
The project produces excess electricity of 3,678kWh/y. The reason for producing this low
figure is associated based on the 25% grid purchase, battery storage capacity and working
hours of the port.
The excess fed to the national grid as per simulation at US$0.280kWh/yr.
-

Sale of excess electricity = 3,678*0.280= US$1,029.84

4.3.5 Economic Comparison: “Without-Project” and “With-Project” Scenarios
The cost associated with “Without-Project” is considered to be the current operating cost
if not implement and “With-Project” vice versa. Table 29 shows the cost and benefits of
the project.

Table 29: Economic Comparison Without and With Project (Author, 2018)

The project cost summary is divided into system costs and opportunity costs indicating
cash inflows and outflows for undertaking the project as shown in Table 30. This is carried
out to analyse the viability of the project to generate income if implemented.
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Table 30: Economic comparison (Author, 2018)

The results indicate that the project would procure a net benefit of $659,784.16
constituting the annual cash flow. Cash flow analysis is an important step in the decisionmaking process regarding project’s acceptability. Cash flows analysis projections
provides a balance of capital income and expenses associated with the project. Most
importantly, the project must yield more cash inflow than outflow.

4.3.6 Payback Period
Payback period was calculated using both simple and discounted methods for the project
lifetime of 25 years. The results show that the project payback period for simple and
discounted payback is 5.80 and 7.30 years respectively. The discounted payback period
inclusive of taxes would be considered for this project. This concludes that the project
would be generating income in a short period, therefore, is acceptable.

4.3.7 Net Present Value (NPV)
The project yield NPV of $495,431.74 which indicate an acceptable investment. NPV
analysis results indicate the comparison between present value of cash inflows and
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outflows in relation to the project investment. Positive NPV values are acceptable by
investors as a viable project.

4.3.8 Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
The project yield IRR of 18.5% over the 25-year period which makes the project an
acceptable investment. Most investors prefer IRR greater than 15% to be considered as
viable, therefore, higher IRR means greater the rate of return.

4.3.9 Return on Investment (ROI)
The project yield ROI of 15.5%. Analysing the cash flow in Table 31, shows between year
7- 8, the payment for the project has been made and the project starts accumulating income
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which confirms payback period. This will also highlight the payback period and total
financial savings for using solar PV system.

Table 31: 25 year Cash Flow Projection

4.4 Port Castries Investment Decision
The project provides both qualitative and quantitative methods of appraising the proposed
model for management decision. The model consists of two cases, lean enterprise/solar
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PV system only or combination where investment decision would be based on cost. Table
32 summarizes the project appraisal for solar PV system.

Table 32:Summary of Project Appraisal (Author, 2018)

Lean value stream mapping was used for workplace optimization to identify wastes and
subsequent elimination for process improvements. HOMER software was utilized
providing sensitivity analysis and optimization for solar PV system appraisal using NPV,
IRR and payback period. The results indicated a viable project with IRR >15%, positive
NPV or >0 and payback period of 7.3 years combined with other decision factors. Due to
financial constraints and cost of solar PV system, Lean would be the preferred option for
Port Castries. Lean implementation demonstrates improvements in operations processes
to provide value to customers with cost savings benefit that is realized in short-term and
long-term planning. Therefore, this investment decision is based on cost and does not
require multiple attributes decision-making process as related to trade-offs. With one
model consisting of two unique components combined would be sufficient in providing
management with the necessary information for investment decision.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

This chapter presents a summary of the proposed model for Port Castries consisting of
Lean approach and solar PV system. Both pillars if implemented would achieve cost
benefits, improve processes, reduce environmental impact and increase energy efficiency
and security. Recommendation would be made on the two scenarios as to implementation
procedures, development of energy policy and future research.

5.1 CONCLUSION
Saint Lucia is highly dependent on the importation of fossil fuels for electricity generation
which makes the country vulnerable to fuel price volatility. Saint Lucia has the potential
to generate electricity from renewable energy sources such as wind, solar and geothermal.
However, this research is focused on the installation of only solar PV technology in Port
Castries for energy efficiency and security. Wind and geothermal was not included due
cost and location of the port. The second aspect of the model is to improve Port Castries
competitiveness by implementing lean concepts for workplace optimization. Combining
of the two requires financial investment where lean requires marginal investment for
training of employees whilst solar PV requires substantial up-front investment. The
competitiveness of ports no longer depends on price but on the quality of service based on
speed, reliability, flexibility, efficiency and availability. Therefore, having a lean and
green port, where customer satisfaction is paramount is a tool for gaining competitive
advantage.

Firstly, lean approach was used to assess workplace optimization level by identifying
wastes in the existing processes for continuous improvement and just-in-time service
delivery to accommodate customers’ demand. VSM were selected as the applicable tool
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to evaluate ship arrival, berthing, yard and gate operations processes. The inefficiencies
were identified within each process, outlined in the objectives. VSM was conducted on
current state consisting of step by step flow of the processes to identify waste and
subsequently eliminate, where countermeasures were developed. The results show that
wastes were found in all areas from handling equipment to capacity and competencies of
employees. Future value streams created where standard operating procedure would be
developed for activities and resource efficiency. Takt time was calculated regarding
customer demand per day on container, general cargo and RORO operations to identify
the pace across the different processes. The result indicated low productivity and underutilization of equipment, example 5.37 minute per move for container which is relatively
low for a small port with capacity of 400TEUs. Furthermore, the result indicated the
capabilities of the equipment operators, layout of terminal in relation to distance from
berth to storage yard and number of equipment also cause delays and inefficiencies in the
process. However, lack of process flow hinders decision, thus, having processes taking
more time and steps to reach the ultimate goal of satisfying the customer. Therefore,
calculating takt time would assist management to determine training needs of employees
to reach the required standard to carry out their duties effectively.

Management adopting lean would encourage smooth process flows, providing quality of
service to the customer. Management needs to set the pace as to training, motivating and
encouraging employees regarding the big picture by setting real-time targets. Moreover,
lean tool “kaizen” would provide the activities for employees’ participation and feedback
in the implementation process for a culture of continuous improvement. This would assist
management in creating SOPs and appointment of lean leaders for each process. Review
of lean implementation plan is essential to ensure objectives are attainable by use of
internal and/or external audit to ensure effectiveness of operations. Management adopting
lean would result in smooth flows of processes throughout the entire operations.
Implementing lean not only improve processes but creates a culture of understanding
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necessary in being responsive to customers’ needs and further elimination of process
waste.

Table 30 provided a strategy for Lean Enterprise implementation in Port Castries for a 4year period. The proposed strategic plan should not be considered as the destination point
but long-term initiative for continuous improvement in processes to meet customer
demand.

Table 33 Recommendation for Lean Implementation (Author, 2018)

Secondly, the research demonstrates installation of solar PV system for electricity
generation in Port Castries to partially meet the energy demand and to reduce electricity
bill and consumption. The selected optimal hybrid system with stand test condition (STC)
power rating of 260W combined with supporting battery bank and converter. The LCOE
is US$0.164 kWh which is less than grid of US$0.28 kWh. The project yields positive
NPV or >0 and IRR of 18.5%, >15%, indicating a viable investment. Furthermore,
payback period of 7.3 years shows potential savings to be realized in the near future. The
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unmet and excess electricity figures of 231,130 kWh/y and 3678 kWh/y is an indication
of solar PV system generating only 75% power to the port whilst 25% is purchased from
the grid. Since the port is state-owned, government intervention is required by amending
legislation for higher percentage of electricity generation from renewables. Meanwhile,
the port needs to provide an eco-friendly environment conducive to all port customers by
creating and implementing energy policy based on ISO 50001 EnMS standard. This policy
would serve as a guide for future energy needs and focus on the port target to reduce
emission by 20% in line with Saint Lucia’s commitment for 2030. The energy demand
would be satisfied with marginal investment whilst awaiting finance for the PV system.
A policy that encourages energy efficiency combined with lean techniques would ensure
a successful port with improve processes, reduce environmental impacts and increase
energy security and efficiency.

Implementation process of the proposed model is based on affordability versus
performance improvement. At this point, the port faces financial difficulties where cost is
the main factor in the selection lean over solar PV system. The implementation of lean
enterprise is the best available option for short-term strategic planning. However, for the
growth and development of the port and competitive advantage, further reduction is
required for future investment in equipment, upgrade IT system and expansion. For longterm investment plan, Port Castries should invest in the combination case in two phases
with lean enterprise implemented first, followed by solar PV system with financial backup
from Saint Lucia Government and agencies that support green initiatives such as U.S.
Department of Energy and Rocky Mountain Institute-Carbon War Room.

5.2 FURTHER RESEARCH
The research focused on two aspects namely proposed implementation of lean enterprise
techniques and installation of solar PV system. The study examined lean technique of
value stream mapping for optimization of seaports’ operations processes to eliminate
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waste and finding optimal solutions for improvements. In-depth study of other lean tools
mentioned in the methodology can be used or combined with lean tools gearing towards
more efficient operations. Also, further investigations are required in lean enterprise in the
support functions such as maintenance, accounts and IT department. This is critical in
being proactive in scheduling maintenance of handling equipment to avoid breakdown
and for easy flow of information and material resources. Expanding this study, to integrate
lean techniques throughout the entire seaports processes and functions would be fruitful
in providing value to customers and future benefits to the ports. Furthermore, cost saving
associated with implementation of lean techniques were not dealt with in this study and
would be essential in providing management with financial benefits for decision-making
and acceptance of the investment. The research focused on ship arrival, berth, yard and
gate processes and did not include hinterland connectivity. Stakeholders’ involvement was
briefly mentioned but require a more in-depth analysis for smooth flow of processes and
finding optimal solutions for providing value to customers.

Furthermore, the researchers assessed the potential of solar PV systems with battery bank
and converter to generate electricity in Port Castries. This can be expanded by
investigating other renewable energy sources available in Saint Lucia such as wind and
geothermal. Other analysis could be carried out on hybrid systems with or without national
grid focusing on the removal of barriers by amending legislation for future cost savings,
energy efficiency and security and reduction of environmental impact.
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